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Non-Alignment, the Third Force, or Fence-Sitting: Independent
Pathways in the Cold War
Janick Marina Schaufelbuehl*, Sandra Bott, Jussi Hanhim€aki and Marco Wyss

In his recollection of recent events such as the Bandung Conference, the Soviet proposals for a unified and neutralised Germany, and the signing of the Austrian Treaty,
veteran journalist Hanson W. Baldwin wrote in the New York Times in May 1955
that these ‘and half a dozen other developments in Europe and Asia have stimulated
the growth of what has been called variously neutralism, “the third force”, nationalism, fence-sitting, or the restoration of a balance of power’.1 Baldwin made this
assessment of a ‘rise of neutralism’, based on a very encompassing picture of international policies, ranging from Iran’s unstable ties to the West, to the ‘growth of neutralist sentiment in numerous Western countries incident to the threat of nuclear
weapons’, and to the deterioration of relations between Yugoslavia and the United
States. Such elision was quite typical of the period, as in the 1950s the terms neutralism and non-alignment were widely used by the Press, politicians, or scholars to designate an extensive array of strategies and actions on the global stage.2
The five European states that had by then opted for a status of official neutrality Switzerland, Sweden, Ireland, Finland, and Austria - were just one expression of the
panoply of national and regional policies followed after the First World War, which
aimed at achieving partial independence from East West rivalry. Other initiatives
with the partial aim of preserving some latitude in the Cold War power struggle
included the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) and the Organization of African Unity
(OAU), but also international arrangements with less clearly defined contours, sometimes in the framework of bilateral relations, at other times in the form of alternative
coalitions including members of the main Cold War alliances. The broad range of
these courses of action points to the vast complexity of international initiatives during this period that did not easily fit into binary East West dynamics.
For some time now, scholars have pointed to the importance of not limiting Cold
War studies to the interactions between the superpowers. Matthew Connelly was one
of the first explicitly to make the case for ‘taking off the Cold War lens’ and adding
the North South dimension to the analysis of the Cold War by focusing on the
agency of Third World actors.3 Odd Arne Westad’s seminal work on the Global
Cold War significantly contributed to shifting scholarly attention to the colonial and
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post-colonial world, notably by arguing that the United States’ and Soviet Union’s
military interventions in these countries, as well as their resistance to these intrusions,
were crucial dynamics in shaping the Third World. Tony Smith in an noteworthy contribution to this debate introduced the analytical framework of pericentrism, pointing
to the significant role played by what he called ‘junior members in the international
system’ - ranging from Israel or Cuba to movements such as the Sandinistas - in
blocking, moderating, expanding, or intensifying the conflict.4 Attention has thus for
some time been called to the agency of less central or powerful states in the Cold
War’s periphery.
Frederick Cooper had already pointed out a further shortcoming of Cold War
historiography, even if it did take into account the role of peripheral actors. He
insisted that historians should transcend what he termed the ‘resistance concept’,
which by focusing solely on the post-colonial actors’ capacity to resist or utilise pressure stemming from Cold War relations, tends to sanitise the ‘struggle within the colonized population’.5 Following up on this plea, Gerard McCann recently highlighted
the need to take more interest in dynamism and agency within the Global South
itself. He suggested that the Cold War merely provided the ‘background music,
rather than the lyrics’ to certain aspects of decolonisation or South South relations,
and argued that these dynamics were ‘in the Cold War, but not of it’.6
By asking the question if and to what extent independent agency was possible on
the margins of the Eastern and Western blocs, this special issue of The International
History Review focuses on the leeway that existed for smaller states, independence
movements, or regional alliances to find pathways that were ‘in the Cold War, but
not of it’. Recently, scholarship has taken an increased interest in the role of nonalignment and neutralism in the East West contest7, thus offering a welcome consolidation of this field of research introduced by earlier publications.8 Comparative studies on neutralism and neutrality in the Cold War are still rare9, and literature that
deals with the general role of the European neutrals in the East West conflict, transcending individual case studies, have tended to concentrate solely on the European
theatre of the conflict.10 Over all, existing literature has approached neutralism and
neutrality in the Cold War with the analytical framework of whether the states following these policies managed to find a third way in between the two power blocs. This
collection of papers in contrast aims to explore more generally what independent
pathways were possible within the Cold War system that were not directly subjected
to the East West confrontation: not only paying attention to the NAM or the neutrals, but also to countries like Albania or networks such as the like-minded group.
The Afro-Asian movement, neutralism, and non-alignment
It was the Bandung Conference of the Afro-Asian movement which symbolised the
emergence of the Third World as a motive force in international relations.11 The
Afro-Asian Conference organised in the Indonesian city of Bandung in April 1955,
and formally convened by the governments of Indonesia, India, Burma, Sri Lanka,
and Pakistan, brought together the leaders of twenty-nine newly independent
Asian and African states. Bandung tentatively shaped the outlines of an alternative
international alliance made up by former colonial Asian and African states.
Although strongly divided on a number of subjects, the political leaders of these
states shared a common preoccupation with economic and social justice in postcolonial states and support for the on-going struggles for decolonisation as well as
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for the promotion of world peace. Bandung was not, however, as often wrongly
claimed, the starting point of the NAM.12
As argued by Jeffrey Byrne in his contribution, which examines ‘Third Worldism’
as a political project from 1955 to 1965, the ideas of neutralism and non-alignment13
were nevertheless discussed during the Bandung Conference and presented, above all
by Indian Premier Jawaharlal Nehru, as a pacifist contribution to the stability of
international relations. This concept of non-alignment shifted over the next six years
which led up to the founding of the NAM. During this period, with more and more
countries having achieved independence in Africa, Third World internationalism’s
centre of gravity moved away from Asia towards the Middle East and Africa. Furthermore, the Suez Crisis of 1956 played a significant role in promoting the idea, not
least with Egypt’s President Gamal Abdel Nasser, that the competition between the
Soviet Union, the United States, and the European imperialist powers could actually
provide an opportunity for Third World actors.
When the NAM was launched in Belgrade in 1961, the Conference’s agenda was
driven by radical leaders of countries such as Ghana, Cuba, Indonesia, and Mali,
and very much influenced by Nasser and Yugoslav President Josip Broz Tito.14 The
Algerian Front de Liberation Nationale (FLN) and the rebel Congolese government
in Sharpeville attended the meeting with the status of sovereign governments, which
further demonstrated its strong anti-colonial bias. The Conference committed NAM
members to support actively movements for national liberation, pursue peaceful
coexistence, and refuse to enter into multilateral/bilateral alliances or regional
defence pacts if they were concluded in the context of Cold War superpower policies.15 The NAM thus represented a different geopolitical project than the AfroAsian solidarity movement with non-alignment now being understood in more political terms. It was seen as a means for smaller countries and non-state national liberation movements to participate in the Cold War, rather than keep out of it, and to
exploit Cold War tensions for Third World objectives, be it politically or economically (by encouraging competition between US and Soviet economic aid). As mentioned, Nasser and Tito had played a decisive role in this shift towards what Byrne
calls ‘insurgent neutralism’, while Nehru was more ambivalent. The Premier of the
much more powerful post-colonial state was exhibiting a more measured approach
to anti-colonial struggles, as demonstrated by his government’s attitude in the Algerian War, as well as during the Congo crisis, as we will see.
The Indian government’s transitioning role in the Afro-Asian movement is also at
the heart of Jayita Sarkar’s contribution, which analyses the deliberations about
nuclear weapons that took place in India in the mid-1960s, and eventually led to the
country’s first nuclear-weapons test in May 1974. The author raises the interesting
question of how the New Delhi government, which had played such a crucial role in
the rise of non-alignment, and had presented itself as a leading force in peace-building and the struggle for economic and social justice in the post-colonial world, transitioned to becoming a nuclear power.
The decision to develop nuclear weapons was directly related to the People’s
Republic of China’s (PRC) nuclear-weapons test in October 1964, as well as to
India’s on-going border tensions with its Communist neighbour. The Indian leaders
were alarmed at the neutralist countries’ absence of disapproval of - and even admiration for - the Chinese test. The government’s decision to make India a nuclear
power was incident to the politically very unstable period that followed Nehru’s
death, the country’s strained relations with the other non-aligned states, and its
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precarious security environment with the Indo-Pakistani War in the summer of 1965.
The case of India’s political trajectory after 1964 highlights the important divisions
and differences that existed among the NAM states, owing to national security strategies, but also to the pursuit of diverging political projects, such as Arab and African
nationalism.
Arab nationalism, Pan-Africanism, non-alignment: the Congo Crisis as a turning point
The development of ‘nationalist’ movements striving for political or cultural unity,
such as Pan-Arabism and Pan-Africanism, was partially linked to non-alignment,
but promoted an independent dynamic, which it is important to take into account.
The Egyptian leader Gamal Abdel Nasser’s radical programme of economic
nationalism and his challenge of British control of the Suez Canal in 1956 probably
preoccupied Washington even more than the Bandung Conference.16 The fear of
Moscow gaining regional influence by supporting Nasser was an important driving
force in Eisenhower’s opposition to the French British Israeli offensive. The growing influence of Pan-Arabism also led the US government to support economically
and militarily pro-Western leaders in the Middle East, notably in Iran, Saudi Arabia,
Libya, Iraq, and Jordan.17 Meanwhile, the Soviet threat was not as acute as imagined
by Washington, since the Kremlin’s attitude towards Nasser’s Pan-Arabism was
marked by distrust and the fear that Arab nationalism might prove to be irreconcilable with Soviet Communism.18 What is noteworthy in this context is that Nasser, as
well as other regional politicians, such as Tunisia’s Ben Bella, positioned themselves
on the crossroads of Pan-Arabism and Third World internationalism or nonalignment.
This was also the case for nationalist leaders in Africa, most notably of the Ghanaian President Kwame Nkrumah, staunch defender of the project of a Pan-African
union and the principles of non-alignment. At the beginning of the 1960s, there were
three competing nationalist movements in post-colonial Africa: the Brazzaville
Group, the Monrovia Group, and the Casablanca Group, named after the cities in
which they were formally constituted.19 The Brazzaville Group, formed in 1960 and
comprised of some fifteen former French and Belgian colonies, strove for the integration of francophone Africa and wanted to remain closely allied to the West and
France; it notably sided with Paris on the Algerian conflict. The Monrovia Group,
relatively close to the Brazzaville group, was constituted in 1961 by Liberia, Ethiopia,
Nigeria, and other English-speaking African countries. Established that same year,
the Casablanca Group, included Ghana, Guinea, Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Mali, and
Morocco, states led by radical or left-wing leaders, which called for the formation of
a Pan-African government along socialist lines. There thus appeared to be a political
cleavage between the Casablanca group on the one hand, and the rest of independent
Africa on the other, the Portuguese colonies on the continent still being under the
control of Lisbon. During the Addis Ababa Conference in May 1963, the three
groups merged, and thirty-two member states created the Organization of African
Unity. The OAU, which was thus partly a brainchild of the Pan-African movement,
requested all its members to be non-aligned.20
Frank Gerits explores the intersection between the Pan-African and the NonAligned Movement. Specifically, his article analyses how the Congo crisis, which
erupted in June 1960, impacted Nkrumah’s foreign policy, and whether the claim
that it led him to doubt the viability of strict non-alignment is valid. Based on newly
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released Ghanaian archives, the author shows that there was indeed a shift in the
country’s foreign diplomacy after 1960. Nkrumah strongly supported Patrice
Lumumba during the tensions in the Congo, since he counted on the Prime Minister
to help him realise his project of a Pan-African union. In the aftermath of
Lumumba’s assassination in January 1961, the Ghanaian President increasingly
opted for a more emotional, strongly anti-colonial discourse and propaganda campaign. This led certain observers, such as the US Secretary of State Christian Herter,
to worry that Nkrumah might be leaning towards the Eastern bloc. As Gerits argues,
this interpretation was erroneous, as the Ghanaian leader remained strongly committed to non-alignment, which in his interpretation was more closely connected to a
Pan-African worldview than to Cold War imperatives: non-alignment in his eyes was
primarily supposed to avoid Soviet, US, or neo-colonial intrusion into African
affairs and thereby help foster continental unity.
The Ghanaian leader’s role during the Congo Crisis is also at the heart of Alanna
O’Malley’s contribution. She compares his actions to those of another prominent
NAM leader, Nehru. In her view, the crisis represented an opportunity for Third
World leaders who were actively preparing the official creation of the NAM in Belgrade a year later, to strengthen their influence in the UN. The Congo Crisis, which
seemed to exemplify the NAM principles of anti-racism, anti-imperialism, and anticolonialism, was seen by Nkrumah and Nehru as an opportunity to capitalise on this
attention and contribute to shaping the UN’s Congo policy in a neutralist direction.
The conflict immediately focused on the UN, since Lumumba reacted to the dispatch
of Belgian troops to the country by appealing to the international organisation for
assistance, which led to the vote of a Security Council resolution on 14 July 1960 and
the creation of the Operation des Nations Unies au Congo (ONUC). Both Ghana
and India committed a substantial number of troops to ONUC and helped shape the
UN’s Congo policy, denouncing the neo-colonial Belgian intervention and the secession of the wealthy province of Katanga. There was, however, an important dissimilarity between Nehru and Nkrumah, since the latter adopted a more radical stance
after the assassination of Lumumba. Nehru’s more measured approach is consistent
with the growing divergence of the NAM leaders’ interpretation of non-alignment
discussed above. Still, through their interventions both politicians contributed to
propagating the idea of keeping the West and the USSR out of the Congo Crisis,
and thus strengthened the position of neutralist ideas and the Afro-Asian bloc at the
UN.
The very beginning of the 1960s was thus a turning point for the ideas of nonalignment and neutralism. With the independence of seventeen African states in
1960, the Sharpeville massacre in South Africa in March and, especially, the conflict
in the Congo, African politics had entered the stage of worldwide attention. The Belgrade Conference that took place a year after the outbreak of the Congo crisis saw
the triumph of ‘insurgent neutralism’, as discussed above. From 1962 to 1965, NAM
was to some degree a competitive geopolitical project to the Afro-Asian solidarity
movement, as argued in Jeffrey Byrne’s article. After the Sino-Soviet split, the Chinese leadership worried that the NAM might serve the interests of the Soviet Union
or Yugoslavia, and therefore actively supported the Afro-Asian movement, emphasising an implicitly racial interpretation of anti-imperialism. Soviet authorities on the
other hand promoted anti-neo-colonialism as a political project open to Whites and
Europeans. Byrne demonstrates that the two interpretations basically opposed a lecture of the Third World as the expression of a (non-White, post-colonial) identity, to
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that of the Third World as a political project, a ‘third way’ to follow anti-imperial
objectives. The organisation of a second Afro-Asian summit in Algeria in 1965 failed,
which left the NAM in the position of representing the primary organising principle
in Third World international relations.
In the superpowers’ shadow: mediation and economic ties
As pointed out in the contribution of Jayita Sarkar, New Delhi’s decision to develop
its nuclear armament had also been encouraged by its difficult relations with the Johnson administration. Washington’s hopes of making the large Asian democracy a Cold
War ally were countered by India’s non-aligned status and its consequential refusal to
support US policy towards the PRC, even if the Communist state was its long-time
military adversary. The discrepancy, owing much to India’s prominent position in the
NAM, had embittered relations between the United States and India. This raises the
more general question of how the superpowers’ attitudes towards neutralism and nonalignment factored into potential independent moves in the Cold War system.
Both the United States and the Soviet Union had a different attitude towards the
European States’ official neutrality21 and forms of neutralism linked to the NAM
and Third World solidarity. Concerning neutrality, after having been very critical of
the neutrals in the immediate post-war period because of their war-time collaboration with the Axis, the two superpowers came to appreciate potential benefits they
could gain from these countries’ status: for instance, the security advantages
Austria’s neutrality brought Moscow, their international mediation activities, or the
five states’ pro-Western political and economic choices that benefited Washington.22
For the US government, neutralism was an altogether different cup of tea. From the
beginning it was hostile towards the Bandung conference, worrying that Nehru
might be successful in imposing a non-aligned agenda, which could lead to a dynamic
among the participating countries that opposed US leadership in the Cold War.23
After a brief thaw in Washington’s policy towards the non-aligned states during the
Kennedy administration, relations soured again after 1963.24
Washington’s sceptical attitude toward the NAM is clearly illustrated in Robert
B. Rakove’s contribution in this issue. He analyses the diplomatic initiatives of nonaligned states (not necessarily acting under the auspices of the NAM) to alleviate
and resolve Cold War conflicts during the 1960s, in particular in terms of the United
States’ reaction to these efforts at mediation. As we have seen, the political aim of
peace-keeping was closely associated with neutralism by early protagonists of nonalignment, such as Nehru. The first concrete effort of non-aligned mediation took
place in October 1963, when Mali’s President Modibo Ke€ıta and Ethiopia’s Emperor
Haile Selassie achieved a ceasefire agreement in the border war between Morocco
and Algeria, before passing long-term mediation efforts to the OAU.
The main emphasis of Rakove’s article is on the non-aligned states’ efforts to play
a mediating role in the Congo Crisis. During the summer of 1964, in the context of
the taking of Western and US hostages by Simba rebels in Stanleyville and the USbacked Congolese government’s growing reliance on white mercenaries, the OAU
leaders tried to play a role in crafting a peace accord between the parties at war in
the Congo. This effort did not meet US approval, since the Johnson administration
considered the disputed new Prime Minister of Congo, Moise Tshombe, as the legitimate leader of the country, attacked by externally assisted insurrection. Consequently, Washington resented the OAU’s call for an end to US support for the
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Tshombe government. The Belgian US hostage-rescue operation Dragon Rouge
that had, together with South African mercenaries, put an end to the Simba rebellion, left relations between the OAU and Washington strained.
The final instance of non-aligned mediation analysed by Rakove took place in the
context of the Vietnam War. The first effort was the ‘Seventeen Nation Appeal’ calling for immediate negotiations without preconditions. It was issued in an ambassadorial-level Conference in Belgrade in March 1965 that had been convened by Tito.
He was worried about the proposed ‘Bandung II’ meeting of the Afro-Asian movement in Algiers and wished to promote the mediating role of NAM in world politics.
During the following two years, other non-aligned leaders from Mali, Algeria,
Ghana, and India engaged in various mediation efforts, but were either not taken
seriously by the US government, or by the PRC or North Vietnam. These failed
attempts were motivated by the hope that they would improve relations with the US
government, along with the idea that the non-aligned states had a special moral
responsibility regarding conflict resolution.
Just like the NAM, the European neutrals also unsuccessfully attempted to play a
part in the Vietnam peace negotiations, as is revealed in the contribution by Janick
Marina Schaufelbuehl, Marco Wyss, and Sandra Bott. The authors analyse how
European neutrals, above all Switzerland, but also Sweden and Austria, dealt with
an important Cold War trouble spot: diplomatic relations with the divided states of
Korea and Vietnam. All three European powers interpreted the obligations concomitant with the status of neutrality in a highly pragmatic manner, by cultivating official
diplomatic relations with the Western-oriented and not the Communist halves of
both Asian countries until the beginning of the 1970s. It was this one-sidedness,
which prevented the Austrian and Swiss political leaders from being accepted as
potential mediators by North Vietnam. Meanwhile, the Swedes were excluded by
Washington because of their vocal criticism of the US Vietnam policy. Swiss and
Swedish diplomacy had, however, earlier earned a peace-keeping position in the
Korean conflict, representing the United Nations Command in the ‘Neutral Nations
Supervisory Commission’, alongside with Polish and Czech representatives chosen
by Pyongyang. Remarkably, this position seemed to illustrate that they were generally considered to be ‘Western Neutrals’, all the more so since they had not recognised the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.
The most important reason for the neutrals’ choice of the biased diplomatic recognition of the non-Communist parts of Korea and Vietnam was due to the close
security, political, ideological, and economic ties they maintained with North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) countries, especially with West Germany and the
United States. Their decisive trade and financial relations with Bonn made the Swedish, Swiss, and Austrian leaders fear that the recognition of the Communist Asian
countries might lead the German Democratic Republic to claim the same treatment,
which would endanger these close relations with West Germany. But it was also their
preoccupation with Washington’s reaction that kept them from applying an actual
policy of neutrality, up until d
etente and the growing power of Third World internationalism changed the situation.
The United States’ attitude towards states choosing alternative pathways in the
East West confrontation thus directly influenced the options these states were presented with, be it their efforts at playing a mediating role in conflict resolution, their
diplomatic policies, or their economic ties. This dependency towards one of the Cold
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War superpowers was also a determining factor for countries that explored such
pathways on the margins of the Eastern bloc.
Until the 1970s at least, Moscow conceived of neutralism and non-alignment
as transitional phenomena, as a movement by the Third World countries away
from the West in the short term, and in the long term as a process, which would
lead these states to an ever-closer association with the Eastern bloc.25 In his article, Elidor M€ehilli sheds light on the interesting cases of two states on the edges
of the Communist world: Albania and North Korea. He notes the shared perceived post-war insecurity in both states that developed out of the common experience of wartime mobilisation, the necessity of construction, and economic
dependency on outside powers. Confronted with Khrushchev’s 1956 reforms,
both regimes clung to leader cults and Stalinist methods and developed a shared
narrative, one that focused on internal conspiracy fuelled by foreign interference
(Yugoslav meddling in the case of Albania; Chinese and Soviet interference for
North Korea). They both succeeded in avoiding any reformism from taking hold
within the party establishments.
The Sino-Soviet split had different consequences for the two states, although it
inspired a rhetoric of self-reliance in both Pyongyang and Tirana. Enver Hoxha’s
Albanian regime broke off relations with Moscow and threw itself into the PRC’s
embrace, Mao stepping in for the intense economic and technical assistance that
Moscow had previously provided. Kim Il Sung’s dictatorship, in spite of sharing
Albania’s criticism of Khrushchev’s methods, took a stance it saw as ‘neutralist’:
although neither trusting China or the USSR as long-term reliable partners, it
avoided breaking off relations with either. North Korea’s path towards self-reliance
led the state to join the NAM in 1975, and, in its attempt to achieve international recognition, to intensify trade relations with Western European and Japanese companies. The Yugoslav leader Tito’s capital role in the NAM kept the Albanian regime
at a distance from the non-aligned and, ultimately, after relations with the PRC
broke off during the 1970s, Albania found itself in a position of autarchy and actual
non-alignment. Both regimes’ attempts of pursuing paths of self-reliance dramatically failed, but their discourse of independence from the superpowers and North
Korea’s Third World diplomacy brought notable advantages to both dictatorships.
Strategies of independence overlying Cold War alliances
North Korea’s participation in the NAM highlights the overlay that existed between
the coalition of non-aligned states and close bilateral security and political relations
of certain of these states with the Soviet Union. The same was true for several NAM
member-states, which - as pointed out by Roy Allison - entertained strong military
ties with the United States or Great Britain.26 This was the reason for which the Belgrade Conference limited the ban on participation in multilateral alliances or
regional-defence pacts to those concluded in a Cold War context. There were also a
series of states that were actual members of the main Cold War military coalition,
NATO, and still participated in international networks which aimed at a certain
independence from the two Cold War power blocs.
One such group is analysed in this special issue by Sue Onslow. Her article sheds
light on the Commonwealth’s role in the Cold War context as a diplomatic actor
with a neutral and non-aligned bias. The intra-governmental organisation, a direct
product of British decolonisation, came to include forty-eight member-states
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between its creation in 1949 and 1990. It promoted paths to modernity for its newly
independent African and Asian members, and Pacific and Caribbean small island
states that did not conform entirely to either Western or Soviet models of development. Several Commonwealth members were part of military alliances, such as
NATO (Britain and Canada), the South East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO)
(Pakistan), or the Australia, New Zealand, United States Security Treaty (ANZUS).
Still, Onslow argues that neutralism was practised by the organisation not as a doctrine but as a general policy. According to Joseph Nye’s famous definition, she sees
the Commonwealth as having exerted ‘smart power’, a combination of ‘soft power’
and ‘hard power’ strategies, notably in its support for anti-apartheid and liberation
movements in Southern Africa, in its promotion of nuclear disarmament, and its
determination not to be involved in Cold War issues. There was a remarkable overlapping with the non-aligned movement, as twenty-two Commonwealth members
were part of the NAM by the late 1970s, and such prominent non-aligned states as
India and Ghana participated in both organisations. During the Cold War, the Commonwealth functioned as a global sub-system with a quintessential identity as a
West South Association. Onslow argues that after the demise of the NAM in the
1980s, the Commonwealth was increasingly seen as a sort of English-speaking nonaligned movement.
Another expression of organised independence in the context of the Cold War is
analysed by Kevin O’Sullivan: the ‘like-minded’ group (LMG), a loosely organised
collective of small and middling-sized Northern states, created in 1974. Its founding
was a reaction to the Third World countries’ call, at the General Assembly of the
UN, for a New International Economic Order (NIEC), more favourable to their
interests, which would replace the Bretton Woods order. The author shows, by focusing on the group’s smallest state, Ireland, that the member-states of the LGM, eventually including Canada and Australia, the Nordic States, the Netherlands and
France, had the ambition to attain a form of independence in the East West struggle, to create an ‘alternative diplomatic space’.
Three characteristics made up the core of the LGM’s call for economic justice: a
social-democratic and welfare-inspired understanding of the need for equality on a
global scale; a Christian worldview; and a broadly defined anti-colonialism. In terms
of the Cold War, the ‘like-minded’ states did not raise a claim of neutrality or of
non-alignment, several of them also being members of NATO. Their aim was rather
to develop an alternative voice on economic development and global justice to that
of the major industrial powers (Britain, West Germany, and the United States), and
to create a badge of identity based on a certain independence from Washington and
Moscow. The like-minded states’ participation in diplomatic mediation in particular
offered a way of engaging in the project of constructing a more stable international
order, based on the UN, more protected from Cold War confrontation and nuclear
proliferation. However, O’Sullivan demonstrates that despite its rhetoric of an interdependent and solidary world economy, the ‘like-minded’ states still were firmly
rooted in the Northern-dominated international order and did not break with a hierarchical and interventionist narrative presenting the South as being in need of Northern-inspired development assistance.
Overall the authors of this special issue explore a myriad of different diplomatic
strategies, international networks, and political actions aimed at breaking ground on
the outskirts of the two superpower blocs. What these different initiatives seem to
have had in common was the overlapping of memberships and identities on the one
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hand, and of political campaigns on the other. In terms of overlying identities, we can
note that participation in bilateral or regional alliances with one of the superpowers
did not exclude signing up for a group with neutralist aspirations, and that official
proclamation of neutrality went hand in hand with informal but intimate relations
with Cold War security alliances. When it came to the political aims diplomatic leaders went after under the banner of non-alignment, the striving for national interests
co-existed with pan-African ideals, anti-colonialism with neutralism, and military
ambitions with a discourse on world peace. Neutralism, the third force, or non-alignment thus represented multiple, intersecting pathways explored by political leaders
who shared a determination to escape, and be it partially and temporarily, the binary
logic of the Cold War.
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